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Abstract: Due to progress in affective computing, various
forms of general purpose sentiment/emotion recognition
software have become available. However, the application
of such tools in usability engineering (UE) for measuring
the emotional state of participants is rarely employed. We
investigate if the application of sentiment/emotion recog-
nition software is beneficial for gathering objective and in-
tuitive data that can predict usability similar to traditional
usability metrics. We present the results of a UE project ex-
amining this question for the threemodalities text, speech
and face. We perform a large scale usability test (N = 125)
with a counterbalanced within-subject design with two
websites of varying usability. We have identified a weak
but significant correlation between text-based sentiment
analysis on the text acquired via thinking aloud and SUS
scores as well as a weak positive correlation between the
proportion of neutrality in users’ voice and SUS scores.
However, for the majority of the output of emotion recog-
nition software, we could not find any significant results.
Emotionmetrics couldnot beused to successfully differen-
tiate between twowebsites of varying usability. Regression
models, either unimodal or multimodal could not predict
usability metrics. We discuss reasons for these results and
how to continue research with more sophisticated meth-
ods.
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1 Introduction

Oneof themost establisheddefinitions todescribe the con-
cept of the usability of a software is described in the DIN
EN ISO 9241: the degree to which a user of the software can
achieve their goals effectively, efficiently andwithhigh lev-
els of satisfaction [13]. One of themost popularmethods to
evaluate and optimize usability is the usability test [2] in
which an adequate number of participants try to solve typ-
ical tasks of a software. Metrics like time, task completion
rate or subjective assessments via questionnaires are used
to interpret the usability of the product [2]. Another factor
researchers as well as usability professionals are often in-
terested in is the emotional state of the user [1, 7, 8, 46].
Researchers currently either use common questionnaire-
based metrics from psychology [1, 7, 46] or develop their
own, adapted to human-computer interaction (HCI) issues
[8]. More objective and intuitive is the usage of physiolog-
ical measurement instruments [46]. The majority of phys-
iological measurement instruments are challenging to ap-
ply for simple usability tests (e. g. measuring heart rate,
electrodermal activity) since they require a sophisticated
technical set-up. However, advances in affective comput-
ing have led to the availability of easy-to-use general pur-
pose emotion recognition tools for various modalities like
text [23], speech and faces (cf. Daily et al. [10]). There is lit-
tle usage of these tools in the context of usability engineer-
ing so far. Researchers explore the benefits of such tools
in usability engineering [20] or investigate to what extent
the output of these tools correlates with more common us-
ability and user experiencemetrics [48] – with ambivalent
results. We investigate if using these tools is beneficial for
usability engineering since they offer an objective and in-
tuitive metric that cannot be skewed by the users’ subjec-
tive opinions and memory bias as with common question-
naire based methods. Furthermore, these tools can be ap-
plied automatically and might allow to save up time that
is used on lengthy questionnaires and other methods. To
investigate our proposition, we have performed a large-
scale comparative usability test (N= 125)with twowebsites
of varying usability and three sentiment/emotion recogni-
tion approaches based on three different modalities. We
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analyze (1) if the output of these approaches correlates
with more traditional usability metrics, (2) if we can suc-
cessfully differentiate software of varying usability solely
with these metrics and (3) if the output can successfully
predict usability metrics.

2 Related Work

There is a plethora of similar as well as diverging defini-
tions of emotions and sentiment concepts in psychology
[22]. Mulligan and Scherer [27] propose a working con-
sent definition for the term emotion that can be summa-
rized as an emotion being an affective intentional episode
triggered and guided by appraisal that also consists of
bodily changes that are felt. The circumplex or valence-
arousal model by Russell [35] defines emotion on a two
dimensional scale consisting of valence and arousal, and
different emotions can be situated on different parts of
these scales. Other concepts define separated main cate-
gories, e. g. in Plutchik’s [31] famous wheel of emotions
of the eight basic emotions (joy, trust, fear, surprise, sad-
ness, disgust, anger, anticipation). These emotion cate-
gories can also be assigned with various intensity levels.
Agarwal andMeyer [1] argue that sadness, anger, surprise,
fear, happiness anddisgust are the six commonly accepted
classifications of emotions. However, Schröder et al. [41]
offer up to 48 separate emotion classes when defining an
XML standard for emotion representation. The term senti-
ment, while often used interchangeable to affect and emo-
tion, is used to describe if and towhat extent a person likes
or dislikes something or how something causes positive or
negative emotions [5].

The role of emotions and sentiment have gained a lot
of interest in HCI in recent years [5, 10, 45]. The research
area concerned with the role of human emotions in HCI
is nowadays often referred to as affective computing [45].
Two of the current major areas of this research branch are
(1) the simulation of emotions in machines e. g. in robot-
human interaction (e. g. Suzuki et al. [43]) and the compu-
tational analysis, detection and reaction towards human
emotions and sentiments in various systems (cf. Tao & Tan
[45]; Daily et al. [10]).With the advent of powerfulmachine
learning technologies, this research area has shown signif-
icant progress in the last decade [10]. The analysis and de-
tection of human emotions rely on various forms of human
cues, most importantly facial and speech-based cues [19].
Other cues that havebeenexaminedarephysiological data
(e. g. galvanic resistance) or body posture [19]. Of the pos-
sible modalities, facial emotion recognition is considered

as being the most robust technique, achieving accuracies
above 90% for standardized corpora of human faces [32].
Speech analysis, on the other hand can achieve similar ac-
curacies but is on average regarded as inferior (cf. Hudlick
[19]; Saxena et al. [38]). The popularity of these methods
has led to multiple commercial and non-commercial tools
like Affectiva [25] or OpenFace [3]. Examples for speech
emotion recognition are Vokaturi1 and BeyondVerbal2 (cf.
Garcia-Garcia et al. [16]).

To describe the analysis of text with respect to senti-
ment and emotions, the terms opinion mining, sentiment
and emotion analysis are frequently used [23, p. 1]. Textual
sentiment analysis is mostly focused on application ar-
eas like social media and online reviews (cf. Mäntylä et al.
[24]) but is also gaining popularity in computational liter-
ary studies (cf. Schmidt & Burghardt [39]; Kim & Klinger
[21]). Furthermore, in contrary to facial and speech emo-
tion recognition, textual sentiment analysis focuses on the
analysis and detection of valence (also often referred to
as polarity), meaning whether the opinion or sentiment
expressed in a text towards something is positive, neg-
ative or neutral. Concerning the methods used, various
forms of machine learning approaches are applied. How-
ever, for more general purpose tasks or if training corpora
formachine learning aremissing, there are also rule-based
approaches that can be applied (mostly referred to as
dictionary- or lexicon-based sentiment analysis; Taboada
et al. [44]). Textual sentiment analysis can achieve above
90% accuracy on text sorts like product reviews [47].

Next to these computational approaches, research in
psychology offers a multitude of possibilities for measur-
ing emotions that can be structured into verbal, nonverbal
and physiological measurement instruments [30]. Physio-
logical measurements are to some extent in line with the
major computational approaches e. g. when specific fa-
cial expressions are measured. There are, however, other
common methods like measuring heart rate, electroder-
mal activity or pupil responses [30]. Most common in us-
ability engineering are various verbal and nonverbal in-
struments to measure emotions [1, 8, 18, 46]. Verbal in-
struments are typically short questionnaires inwhich peo-
ple indicate their emotions and feelings e. g. via Likert-
scales or semantic differentials (cf. Agarwal andMeyer [1];
Bruun et al. [7]). Nonverbal instruments use visual repre-
sentations to measure emotional state, e. g. smiling faces.
The motivation for nonverbal measurements is to avoid
problems because of language or cultural differences. Two

1 https://vokaturi.com/
2 https://beyondverbal.com/

https://vokaturi.com/
https://beyondverbal.com/
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of the most popular nonverbal measurement tools are the
Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM; Bradley & Lang [4]) and
EmoCard [11]. These verbal and nonverbal measurements
are usually the method of choice in usability engineering
to operationalize emotion and sentiment. However, for a
long time the majority of established usability question-
naires has focused on the key factors efficiency, effective-
ness and satisfaction only (e. g. Brooke [6]), while ques-
tionnaires in the context of user experience tend to inte-
grate items to measure and rate emotional states or at-
tribution e. g. UEQ [40] or AttrakDiff [17]. Champney and
Stanney [8] try to eliminate the lack of emotion measure-
ment instruments for usability evaluation by developing
the emotional profiling method, which connects the elic-
itation of emotions with specific attributes of a product.
Thüring andMahlke [46] performausability test to investi-
gate which type of emotional responses are influenced by
usability. They evaluate this question not only via ques-
tionnaire items like the SAM, but also with physiological
reactions connected to emotional. While SAM showed sig-
nificant differences connected to usability, the only phys-
iological factor showing significant and consistent effects
was the heart rate. Agarwal and Meyer [1] argue that emo-
tional response is an integral part of usability and user ex-
perience. They compare the results of usabilitymetrics and
of measurement tools in a traditional usability study. The
results show that the two interfaces they compare have no
significant differences considering usability metrics (time
on task, number of errors), however themeasurements ap-
plied to gather emotional attribution, here via EmoCards
[11] and the PAD semantic differential [26], did show sig-
nificant differences. Hassenzahl and Ullrich [18] highlight
some problems of acquiring emotions via items in ques-
tionnaire that are predominantly given out at the end of
the test. They developed an approach to gather more im-
mediate emotion ratings after smaller steps of interaction
tasks. Bruun et al. [7] argue that there is still a relevant
memory bias for verbal emotion responses. In their study,
they could show significant correlations between emo-
tional states measured via galvanic skin response (GSR)
and SAM-ratings given out via cued-recall instead of after
every task. Cued-recall means here that participants first
watched video snippets of their usability tests before mak-
ing the SAM rating.

Despite positive results, verbal and non-verbal mea-
surement tools via questionnaires are prone to subjec-
tivity and extend the experiment time when applied. On
the other hand, the application of advanced methods to
measure physiological attributes are challenging to imple-
ment since they often require an elaborate set of hard-
ware. Easy-to-use emotion recognition software is hardly

used in practical usability engineering today. Recently,
however, Xu et al. [48] have used, among other methods,
a face recognition software to compare two different in-
vehicle information systems in the context of automotive
usability engineering. They have used a variety of mea-
surementmethods and amongothers, valence and arousal
values were measured via facial emotion analysis. While
they showed several significant differences via traditional
methods, concerning the emotion metrics, only arousal
showed a significant difference for various tasks. These
differences were also in line with subjective satisfaction
ratings while the valence counterintuitively did not agree
with the subjective ratings. Johanssen et al. [20] argue that
emotion recognition software might help not just in pre-
dicting the emotional state and overall usability but con-
crete usability issues. They have developed a framework
for interactive mobile applications to use facial emotion
recognition during usability tests: EmotionKit. Via quali-
tative analysis they have identified that the results of the
plots of emotion progressions match their manual obser-
vations and that combined with the tracking of specific
interface events one can identify usability problems more
easily (e. g. by looking at strong deflections of negative
emotions at specific events). By summing up all emotion
channels, they show that this overall emotion response
is mostly in line with notes made via traditional manual
observation. Summing up the research in this area, re-
sults about the application of emotion recognition soft-
ware are ambivalent considering the relationship with us-
ability metrics [46, 48].

3 Research Questions

We are primarily interested in analyzing if and how emo-
tion recognition tools and methods of various modalities
can be used to automatically predict the subjective and ob-
jective usability in usability testing. We will first investi-
gate if the output of emotion recognition correlates with
usability metrics. As usability metrics we select the task
completion rate and the System Usability Scale score (SUS;
[6]):
RQ1: Is there a relationship between the output of senti-

ment/emotion recognition tools and usability met-
rics?

Furthermore, we will analyze if sentiment/emotion
recognition tools can be used to differentiate tools of vary-
ing usability in usability tests (similar to the way usability
metrics are used).
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RQ2: Is there a difference between the outputs of sen-
timent/emotion recognition tools when comparing
two products of varying usability?

Finally, we will perform regression analysis with the
output of sentiment/emotion recognition tools to investi-
gate if models based on these factors can successfully pre-
dict the outcome of usability metrics.
RQ3: Can regression models based on the output of sen-

timent/emotion recognition tools predict usability
metrics?

4 Methods

We have conducted a usability test for two E-shop web-
sites of the same type. The overall test is similar to the
well-established method of Guerilla Usability Testing [28].
The usability test is structured by tasks and we applied
the “thinking aloud”-method. The study follows a within-
subject design and is counterbalanced to avoid learning
effects. We gathered several established usability metrics
and recorded the tests: (1) the desktop interaction and
(2) the video of the webcam and a microphone.

4.1 Test Object

To validate our research question we argue that it is nec-
essary to induce variance concerning usability metrics
which ismore likely by evaluating twodifferent test objects
of varying usability. We decided to use the two websites
http://www.conrad.de and http://www.pearl.de, which
are two comparable German e-shop websites of two ma-
jor German electronics retailers. We conducted a heuris-
tic expert evaluation via Nielsen’s 10 Usability Heuristics
[29] and were able to identify multiple usability issues of
higher severity for pearl.de and very few for conrad.de.
While conrad.de has an overall clear structure and mod-
ern design, pearl.de lacks modern functions like filter pos-
sibilities and offers a more cluttered and complex design.
Furthermore, we were able to design tasks that are overall
similar in complexity and content and the same concern-
ing the formulation.

4.2 Tasks

We have designed three tasks and an introductory explo-
ration that canbe solvedonbothwebsites.However, based
on the results of the heuristic expert evaluation, we pur-

posely tried to integrate usability issues for pearl.de.While
this step certainly skews the usability metrics, please note
that our main goal is not to identify and compare the us-
ability between the twowebsites, but to induce variance in
participant behavior.

First, participants were advised to shortly explore the
website and report upon their first impressions. We will
also refer to this exploration part as task 0. As first real
task, participants had to search for an induction charger
for smartphones with specific technical attributes. Partic-
ipants solved this task by adding three possible induction
chargers into the shopping basket (task 1). In the second
task participants had to interact with the shopping task
and reduce the selection just to one device according to
a technical attribute (task 2). The third task was an infor-
mation seeking task: Participants had to find out how to
return received devices. They were instructed to find the
return formof the e-shop (task 3). All three taskswere solv-
able with similar steps for both shops.

4.3 Procedure

The entire usability test was performed in a room on a lap-
top. Participants were introduced into the test procedure
by a coordinator and signed a consent form that we are
allowed to record the test and participants’ face via the
webcam. The tasks were introduced by the coordinator,
and participants were also offered a sheet of paper with
the tasks to read them. The entire test was directed by the
test coordinator who was available for questions and ob-
served task completion. Participants were introduced into
the concept of thinking aloud and advised to perform the
test according to this method. We recorded audio, screen
and the face of every participant with the free recording
softwareOpenBroadcaster Software (OBS).3 Thevideofiles
were exported in mp4-format. After all three tasks partici-
pants filled out a demographic questionnaire and the Sys-
tem Usability Scale.

4.4 Usability Metrics

As major performance metric we analyze the task comple-
tion rate. This is an established metric in usability testing
[2]. The task completion was defined as binary metric per
task, meaning a task could either be fully completed or
not. The test coordinator observed task outcome and iden-
tified the task completion. Tasks could be failed if partici-

3 https://obsproject.com/de
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pants informed the coordinator orally that they quit and
are not able to complete the task. The overall task com-
pletion rate is the percentage of all successfully completed
task among the number of all tasks.We did not include the
first exploration task into this calculationbecause this task
could not be failed.

Another established usability metric we used is the
System Usability Scale (SUS). The questionnaire consists
of 10 statements about usability. Participants rated those
statements on a five point Likert-scale. The result of these
ratings is a metric for usability on a scale from 0 (very low
usability) to 100 (very high usability). We used a German
version of the SUS [33].

We also recorded the task completion time. However,
since we applied thinking aloud, this measure is skewed
by the individual communicativeness of each participant.
Therefore, we will not include this metric in our analysis
but will report descriptive statistics and important find-
ings to support the interpretation and discussion.

4.5 Sentiment/Emotion Metrics
Asdependent variables,we examine various tools formea-
suring sentiment and emotion for various modalities. We
decided to use general purpose tools and approaches that
are not optimized for the specific task of usability test-
ing since the usage of accessible, free and easy-to-apply
methods and tools is certainly more likely for usability en-
gineering in research and industry. Furthermore, we fo-
cus on the concepts of valence, meaning if the emotions
expressed are overall rather positive or negative. This fa-
cilitates the interpretation and comparison of the various
channels, since the emotion definitions and representa-
tions vary vastly by themodality. However, wewill investi-
gate the individual emotions of the audio and face analysis
separately via regression models.

4.5.1 Text-Based Sentiment Analysis

We perform text-based sentiment analysis on text received
via speech-to-text software on the videos of the post; thus
we are applying text-based sentiment analysis on what
the participants were saying during the tests. The trans-
formation to text was done via the Google Cloud Speech
API4 which is considered state-of-the-art for speech-to-
text tasks. Please note, however, that we did not precisely
evaluate the performance on our videos. Random testing
showed that the API performs rather well. Nevertheless,

4 https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text/docs/apis

we did identify problems when participants had a strong
dialect, accent or talkedunclearly.Wedid however remove
such extreme cases. For sentiment analysis we applied
a lexicon-based approach by using the German general-
purpose lexicon SentiWS [34]. This is an established sen-
timent lexicon and has been proven beneficial compared
to other lexicons in some areas [39]. It basically consists of
over 30,000 terms (including inflections of words) that are
annotated on a scale from −3 to 3 concerning the textual
valence (whether the term is rather negatively or positively
connoted). By summing up the values of all terms appar-
ent in a text one can acquire an overall valence value. We
did so for all the texts received by the Google Cloud Speech
API.

4.5.2 Speech/Audio-Based Emotion Analysis

To perform audio-based emotion analysis we first ex-
tracted the audio channel from the video file in 16 bit PCM
wave-format. We then cut each audio file into files of ten
second length since our speech emotion analysis software
works better with shorter audio snippets. For the emo-
tion analysis we use the free developer version of the soft-
ware Vokaturi.5 Vokaturi is an emotion recognition tool for
spoken language using machine learning techniques. It is
recommended as the best free general purpose software
for emotion analysis of spoken language (cf. Garcia-Garcia
et al. [16]). Vokaturi uses machine learning on two larger
databases with voice- and audio-based features. One can
enter an audio-file to receive numerical values on a range
from 0 (none) to 1 (a lot) for the five categories neutral-
ity, fear, sadness, anger and happiness. The values repre-
sent probabilities. We entered the 10-second snippets of
all tasks to receive an overall value for all categories. To
map this output to the binary concept of valence we de-
cided to employ a heuristic approach: We sum up the val-
ues for negativity (fear, sadness andanger) anddeduct this
value from happiness. We will refer to this value as audio
valence. In the following analysis we will also investigate
the role of neutrality.

4.5.3 Video/Face-Based Emotion Analysis

Finally, to perform the emotion analysis based on the faces
of the participants recorded via the webcam, we use the
tool OpenFace 2.2.0 [3]. This is an open source face analy-
sis software and serves as a practical solution in various
research areas (e. g. Fydanaki & Geradts [15]; Santoso &

5 https://vokaturi.com

https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text/docs/apis
https://vokaturi.com
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Kusuma [36]). Similar to other face recognition software,
OpenFace deconstructs facial expression according to the
Facial Action Coding System (FACS). This is an established
concept to measure facial expressions derived from psy-
chology (cf. Sayette et al. [37]). Facial action units are small
face movements that are performed unconsciously and
hard to control. Examples for an action unit are the cheek
raiser or the lip corner puller, which are both signs for hap-
piness. OpenFace offers the action unit results for a subset
of the FACS and marks for every frame if the action unit
is apparent and to which intensity (on 5-point scale). We
sum up the values for all relevant action units for every
task and overall. Ekman and Friesen [14] define calcula-
tions based on this action units to acquire values for var-
ious emotional expressions. We performed these calcula-
tions to acquire values for the emotion categories happi-
ness, sadness, surprise, anger, fear and disgust. Similar
to the audio approach we applied a heuristic to gather an
overall valence value by summingup thenegative emotion
values (anger, fear, disgust, sadness) and deducting this
value from happiness. We neglect surprise for these calcu-
lations since it as an ambivalent emotion but will analyze
it as single value later on.

4.6 Sample
Weperformed theusability testwith 125participants, 59 fe-
male and 66male. The average age is 28.48, the age ranges
between 15 and 59 years. The original number of partici-
pants was higher but we eliminated participants that were
familiarwith thewebsites and test recordingswith obvious
technical problems that disallowed the usage of our soft-
ware. To acquire such a large number of participants we
compromised the control over the experiment to a minor
extent: The tests were performed in different locations and
bydifferent test coordinators. The introduction andoverall
setting remained the same.

5 Results
We will first report upon descriptive statistics on the inde-
pendent and dependent variables and then continue with
the statistical analysis of the research question.

5.1 Descriptive Statistics
5.1.1 Usability Metrics

Table 1 summarizes the results for the SUS scores.

Table 1: SUS results.

Shop Min Avg Med Max Std

conrad.de 20 72.56 75 100 19.32
pearl.de 0 26.32 25 87.5 17.57

As expected and intended, the shop pearl.de scores
much lower on average (M = 26.32) than conrad.de (M =
72.56). The lower level of usability is also shown by re-
garding the task completion rate for each task. Table 2 il-
lustrates the percentage of participants that successfully
completed the task. While 80% of all tasks were success-
fully completed for conrad.de, this number is much lower
for pearl.de (44.7%).

Table 2: Task completion rate per shop and task.

Shop Task Completion Rate

conrad.de 1 78.4%
2 80%
3 80.8%

total 79.7%
pearl.de 1 40.8%

2 53.6%
3 36.8%

total 44.7%

The analysis of the task completion time also shows
that participants took more time on average and for most
tasks on pearl.de (Table 3).

Table 3: Task completion time per shop and task (in seconds).

Shop Task Min Avg Med Max Std

conrad.de 0 6 82.71 45 2160 202.58
1 92 444.73 396 1460 242.28
2 23 134.07 109 752 100.79
3 33 145.66 114 499 99.40

total 194 809.22 759 2438 368.65
pearl.de 0 2 67.86 49 579 67.514

1 130 575.59 534 1617 267.22
2 22 79.75 73.50 508 55.66
3 40 249.49 225 831 151.77

total 279 964.23 919 2366 360.34

Please note that test persons did perform thinking
aloud during the tests, therefore the time is only of limited
use as a performance metric. Nevertheless, the descrip-
tive statistics showed that the participants took around
13.5minutes (809.22 seconds) to complete the usability test
with conrad.de and around 16 minutes with pearl.de. On

http://conrad.de
http://pearl.de
http://pearl.de
http://conrad.de
http://conrad.de
http://pearl.de
http://conrad.de
http://pearl.de
http://pearl.de
http://conrad.de
http://pearl.de
http://conrad.de
http://pearl.de
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average, participants completed the usability test for both
shops in around 30 minutes (1773.45 seconds).

5.1.2 Sentiment/Emotion Metrics

The audio-based statistics are illustrated in Table 4.

Table 4: Descriptive statistics for audio-based emotion analysis.

Shop Category Min Avg Max Std

conrad.de Neutrality 0.00 1.22 3.82 1.11
Happiness 0.00 .51 2.72 .663
Sadness .11 .905 2.96 .565
Anger 0.00 .168 1.33 .242
Fear 0.00 .375 2.29 .467

pearl.de Neutrality 0.00 1.16 3.38 1.02
Happiness 0.00 .495 2.40 .646
Sadness .079 .89 3.01 .58
Anger 0.00 .191 1.71 .303
Fear 0.00 .367 2.31 .482

Note that the 0.00-values represent very low values
that were rounded to 0.00. We have no participant where
emotions were not detected at all, but we do have partic-
ipants with very low levels of emotions (The same holds
true for Table 5). Overall, the descriptive results are am-
bivalent concerning expectations. Neutrality is higher on
conrad.de as well as happiness. However, some results are
counterintuitive as fear and sadness are higher for Conrad
although this being the better rated shop. Nevertheless,
all results are very close to each other, so overall this ap-
proachdoes not find strong differences between the shops.

Table 5describes thedescriptive statistics for the facial
emotion recognition.

Table 5: Descriptive statistics for video-based emotion analysis.

Shop Category Min Avg Max Std

conrad.de Happiness 0.00 .128 .635 .146
Sadness .024 .287 1.59 .294
Surprise .048 .246 .541 .103
Fear .061 .575 1.82 .374
Anger .030 .338 1.63 .356
Disgust .004 .078 .257 .050

pearl.de Happiness 0.00 .132 .727 .149
Sadness .033 .302 1.73 .291
Surprise .043 .237 .750 .111
Fear .074 .578 1.99 .378
Anger .032 .359 1.95 .364
Disgust 0.00 0.00 .229 0.00

Similar to the audio-based subcategories, the overall
averages are rather similar and ambivalent. Happiness is
higher for pearl.de while disgust is higher for conrad.de,
which appears to be counterintuitive.

Table 6 summarizes the data for the textual sentiment
analysis and the valence heuristics we derived from the
subcategories of the other modalities.

Table 6: Descriptive statistics for textual sentiment analysis and
valence values.

Shop Category Min Avg Max Std

conrad.de Text −4.06 .109 4.19 1.51
Audio Valence −3.13 −.938 1.82 .889
Video Valence −4.95 −1.15 −.116 .980

pearl.de Text −5.64 −.207 4.12 1.73
Audio Valence −3.09 −.950 1.63 .912
Video Valence −5.38 −1.18 −.119 .985

The only clear and consistent difference can be found
for the textual sentiment analysis for which conrad.de
shows a positive average while pearl.de is negative. Please
note that the tendency towards negativity for the audio-
and video-based approaches might very well be due to the
way we calculate this heuristic. Thus, an interpretation of
the absolute values is difficult, however comparisons are
still valid. The results show marginal differences but in
contrast to the subcategories are as expected in the sense
that pearl.de has lower averages than conrad.de.

5.2 Inference Statistics

In the following we examine the results of our research
questions.

5.2.1 RQ1: Correlations (Usability Metrics –
Sentiment/Emotion Metrics)

We test this relationship on the set of all single usability
tests we performed resulting in N = 250. We will solely ex-
amine the accumulated values over all tasks. Our variables
are not equally distributed. Therefore, we use the Kendall
Tau rank correlation coefficient to analyze the relationship.
This metric is recommended for data that is not normally
distributed and the metric is rather robust and conserva-
tive [9]. All preconditions are satisfied by the data. We will
solely report upon results that show a statistically signifi-
cant correlation. As significance level we choose p = .05.

http://conrad.de
http://pearl.de
http://conrad.de
http://conrad.de
http://pearl.de
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Text-Based Sentiment Analysis
We identified a significant positive correlation between the
SUS-values and the result of the textual sentiment analysis
summingup the results for all tasks; thehigher the valence
value the higher the score. However the correlation is very
weak (τ = .086; p = .046). There is no significant correla-
tion with the task completion rate.

Audio/Speech Based Emotion Analysis
For the SUS score two of the emotion categories of the
speech based emotion analysis showed a significant cor-
relation: (1) the category neutrality correlates positively
with the SUS score. The correlation is weak (τ = .089; p =
.041). The more neutral the speech expression, the higher
the score. (2) Happiness correlates negatively and weak
with the SUS score (τ = −.089; p = .040). This correlation
is counterintuitive since the SUS score is higher the lower
the happiness values. Note that the valence heuristic we
calculated for this modality did not show any significant
correlations.

Video/Face Based Emotion Analysis
None of the emotion categories showed a significant corre-
lation with the SUS score or the task completion rate. Sim-
ilar to the audio approach, the heuristic for valence does
not correlate significantly with the SUS score or the task
completion rate.

5.2.2 RQ2: Group Based Comparisons – Differences
Between the Websites

We investigated if the various sentiment and emotionmet-
rics of the applied tools can be used to differentiate the
tested shops similar to the usability metrics. Since every
participant did test each web shop in counterbalanced
manner, we regard our data as dependent samples.We ap-
plied theWilcoxon signed rank test for dependent samples.
This test is not dependent on normal distribution and all
other prerequisites for this test are met by our data.

As the descriptive data already indicate, all usability
metrics show a significant difference between both web
shops with conrad.de being higher rated concerning the
SUS score (Z = −9.435; p < .000; M(conrad.de) = 72.56;
M(pearl.de) = 26.32) and showing higher levels of task
completion rate (Z= −8.080; p< .000;M(conrad.de)= .933;
M(pearl.de) = .530). On a minor note: this difference holds
also true for the task completion time (Z= −4.558; p< .000;
M(conrad.de) = 809.22; M(pearl.de) = 964.23).

However, the Wilcoxon signed rank test did not show
any significant group differences of the web shops con-

cerning the sentiment and emotion metrics for any of the
modalities. Thus, thesemetrics cannot be used to differen-
tiate web shops of varying usability in our study.

5.2.3 RQ3: Regression Analysis

We performed several linear regression analysis. For one,
we wanted to investigate how and to what extent the sub-
categories of the modalities contribute to the prediction of
usability metrics and if combinations of subcategories can
explain a significant amount of variance as a combined
model instead of a single factor. Secondly, we examine if
the combination of themodalities can successfully predict
usability metrics as regression models; thus we test if a
multimodal approach based on our heuristics for valence
performs better than the prediction via individual factors.
In the following, we will first report if the linear regres-
sion model shows a significant effect. We will also report
the standardized regression coefficients of all variables of
a model to analyze if and how the individual factors influ-
ence the model.

Audio/Speech Based Emotion Analysis
The model consisting of all five speech based emotion cat-
egories showsno significant linear regressionwith the SUS
score as independent variable (F(5, 245) = 1.675, p = .141).
Table 7 illustrates the effect of the individual regression co-
efficients.

Table 7: Regression model results for speech based emotion analy-
sis subcategories and SUS.

Model Standardized Regression
Coefficient

Sig.

Audio_Neutrality .153 .112
Audio_Happiness .059 .526
Audio_Sadness .139 .060
Audio_Anger −.002 .976
Audio_Fear −.045 .569

Similar to the correlation analysis, neutrality is the
strongest predictor although not significant. It is notable
that all coefficients show a direction as expected except
for sadness which actually shows a positive relationship,
meaning the higher this value the higher the SUS score.
However this relationship is not significant.

The audio-based-model is also not significant for the
task completion rate (F(5, 245), p = .449). Neutrality is
the strongest regression coefficient showing a significant
positive relationship. Happiness is the next strongest co-
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efficient, though not significant. Fear and sadness show
a weak but counterintuitive negative correlation (see Ta-
ble 8).

Table 8: Regression model results for speech based emotion analy-
sis subcategories and task completion.

Model Standardized Regression
Coefficient

Sig.

Audio_Neutrality .197 .042
Audio_Happiness .132 .161
Audio_Sadness .038 .611
Audio_Anger −.019 .769
Audio_Fear .048 .549

Video/Face Based Emotion Analysis
Themodel consisting of all six factors of the facial emotion
analysis cannot beprovenas a significant linear regression
with the SUS score (F(6, 246) = .318; p = .927).

Table 9: Regression model results for facial emotion analysis sub-
categories and SUS.

Model Standardized Regression
Coefficient

Sig.

Video_Happiness −.059 .400
Video_Sadness −.007 .953
Video_Surprise −.135 .505
Video_Fear .386 .572
Video_Anger −.392 .543
Video_Disgust . 049 .500

The individual analysis of the emotion categories
shows no significant relationship with the SUS score. The
strongest individual factors are fear and anger with fear
having a positive relationship though being a negative
emotion type (see Table 9). The video-based-model shows
also no significant linear regression towards the task com-
pletion rate (F(6, 246) = 1.506; p = .177).

Similar to the regression model for SUS scores, fear
and anger show the strongest coefficients with fear being
positive and anger negative. However, none of the factors
shows a significant relationship (see Table 10).

Multimodal Regression Model
We examined if a regression model consisting of variables
of all three modalities can successfully predict SUS scores
or the task completion rate. The model we create consists
of the three valence scores of the three modalities.

Table 10: Regression model results for facial emotion analysis sub-
categories and task completion rate.

Model Standardized Regression
Coefficient

Sig.

Video_Happiness .025 .712
Video_Sadness −.160 .187
Video_Surprise .050 .801
Video_Fear .252 .707
Video_Anger −.229 .718
Video_Disgust .034 .634

Considering the SUS value thismodel shows no signif-
icant linear regression model (F(3, 244) = 2.424; p = .066).
Regarding the individual factors however, the textual sen-
timent analysis shows to be the strongest predictor and is
significant in itself. The audio valence shows a negative re-
lationship which is counterintuitive since this means the
higher the SUS scores the lower the valence measured by
the audio emotion analysis (Table 11).

Table 11: Regression model results for valence metrics and SUS.

Model Standardized Regression
Coefficient

Sig.

Text_Valence .155 .017
Audio_Valence −.100 .121
Video_Valence .010 .873

The multimodal regression model shows no signifi-
cant relationship for the task completion rate (F(3, 244) =
1.765; p = .154). The strongest regression coefficient is the
video valence, though again not significant as individual
factor (see Table 12).

Table 12: Regression model results for valence metrics and SUS.

Model Standardized Regression
Coefficient

Sig.

Text_Valence .071 .273
Audio_Valence .028 .663
Video_Valence .116 .070

6 Discussion
In the following section, we want to interpret the perfor-
mance of our tools for our specific use case and discuss the
role and limitations of emotion recognition software in us-
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ability engineering. Finally, wemake some suggestions for
how to continue research in this field.

6.1 Tool Performance

Summing up, our study must be regarded as inconclusive.
The majority of metrics that our tools produce show no
significant relationships or are even counterintuitive with
weak correlation values. The textual sentiment analysis
shows a weak positive correlation with the SUS ratings.
The more positive words are used the better the SUS score.
We argue that the reasonmight be that the conceptual idea
behind textual sentiment analysis is closer to what SUS
scoresmeasure. The concept of the textual sentiment anal-
ysis is to predict the opinion or sentiment towards some-
thing [23, p. 1], similar like the SUS score measures opin-
ions of users towards a system. Therefore, sentiment lex-
icons contain a lot of words fitting for describing prod-
ucts as positive or negative. On the other hand, the speech
and facial emotion recognition systems try to predict how
humans feel themselves which might be a concept that is
less in line with regular usability metrics. Another signif-
icant metric was the proportion of neutrality in speech-
based emotion analysis. The more neutral the tone of the
voice of users during the test, the better the usability of
the website in our study, which is not the case for happi-
ness. This might be an indicator that participants do not
tend tobeoverly joyousduring standardizedusability tests
but rather that calmness andmissing emotionality point to
a satisfying experience. Other than that, the audio-based
approach also showed counterintuitive results. A reason
for that might be that the setting of usability tests is quite
different from the usual application area of these tools:
telephone counselling.

We got the impression that the facial emotion recog-
nition did not work as we expected it at all, which is
surprising since, in general, facial emotion recognition is
supposed to perform better than speech emotion recogni-
tion [19] and achieves accuracies up to 98% percent in
other studies (cf. Saxena et al. [38]). Some counterintu-
itive results (e. g. the correlation direction of happiness)
lead us to the assumption that certain facial expressions
for certain situations in usability tests might not resemble
what they usually mean. These inconclusive findings are
in line with previous research: Thüring and Mahlke [46]
did not find any significant correlations with facial emo-
tion recognition and SUS scores. Xu et al. [48] did find sig-
nificant differences for the arousal value of facial emotion
recognitionwhen comparing twouser interfaces, however,

they did not find significant differences for the valence
value.

We investigated our data more in-depth with various
approaches. Instead of analyzing the entire test, we split
the analysis into the subtasks but the results remained
the same. We also analyzed the scatter plots of our cor-
relations to examine if the correlation might not be lin-
ear but follows some other shape that our statistical tests
do not verify. However, we could not find any specific
shape being it inverted-U or any other form. Therefore,
we come to the following conclusion: Although we found
some punctual significant correlations, they are rather
weakwhich leads us to state that our study bears inconclu-
sive or even negative results. Based on our results and the
majority of previous research, emotion recognition soft-
ware is not a stable and consistent tool to predict usabil-
ity.

However, these tools might still be beneficial for other
tasks and goals than just the onewe investigated. Johanns-
son et al. [20] use facial emotion recognition software to in-
vestigate important sequences during a test. For example:
they look at strong manifestations of negative emotions to
detect usability issues.We recommend researchers andus-
ability practitioners to also further work towards this di-
rection.

6.2 Emotion Recognition and Usability
Engineering

There are two explanations for our results: (1) emotion
recognition tools have inherent limitations connected to
the specific task of usability tests and (2) the used tools
and methods are not sophisticated enough or do not fit
this specific task. Considering (1): someproblemswith text
might be that the amount of text to be included in the anal-
ysis is rather limited. On average the thinking aloud scripts
consist of 100 words (around 10 sentences), but sentiment
analysis has been shown to perform better on larger text
documents [23, p. 47]. We recommend to include test coor-
dinator protocols, open-ended questions at the end of the
test and other material to increase the amount of text. For
audio, the setting of a usability test might just include too
many disruptive factors: The fact that sometimes the test
coordinator did also speak during the tests and that par-
ticipants don’t focus on speaking clearly and loudly might
have skewed the audio emotion analysis. Furthermore, the
emotional expressionsduring controlledusability tests are
in general less expressive than in real life. Participants
usually try to suppress strong emotional outbursts and
tend to behave calm even when confronted with problems
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or joy. This might also influence the facial emotion recog-
nition. In addition, especially in our setting, the length
of a usability test as well as the factor that users had to
talk constantly due to the thinking aloud method leads to
problems in correct facial emotion recognition. The large
variety of facial expressions that can be found in such a
lengthy task-based settingwhile speaking is quite contrary
to the static frames most of this software is trained for.
Talking might lead to facial expressions that are falsely
classified. This can of course be easily verified by perform-
ing tests without thinking aloud.

Nevertheless, we see themost value in the exploration
of more advanced emotion recognition approaches ad-
justed to our task. For this study, we used general-purpose
tools; the trend in the research area is however to adjust
and fine-tunemethods to a specific use case if the use case
is very unusual [38]. This is obviously the case for usabil-
ity tests and the results show that the tools are trained and
designed for other use cases. The current state-of-the-art
in text based sentiment analysis is the usage of pretrained
word embeddings [49] like BERT [12] and fine-tuning them
to a specific domain via deep neural networks [42]. This
process is dependent on large amounts of training mate-
rial, meaning texts of usability tests that are annotated
concerning their valence. The same holds true for audio
emotion analysis which is dependent of training mate-
rial for deep learning approaches, as well. Facial emotion
recognition offers a plethora of machine learning tech-
niques and standardized training corpora (cf. Saxena et al.
[38]). However, when analyzing the training images it be-
comes clear that they are far apart from the setting and
the facial expressions of a usability test. The combina-
tion of all channels via multimodal emotion recognition
[32] might be a beneficial way to avoid the singular limita-
tions.

Independent of the channel, to optimize emotion
analysis for usability engineering by gathering a lot of an-
notated data, a joint effort of the HCI-community is nec-
essary. It is important for researchers to start reflecting
about possibilities to publish recorded tests and supple-
mentary material with usability results as corpora and
annotate this data, a process well-established in the AI-
community. While there is certainly a problem concern-
ing information privacy, even a small fraction of anno-
tated test results acquired in the community during a year
would enable the stable application of machine learn-
ing techniques and emotion recognition adjusted to this
use case. We plan to perform such annotation studies on
fractions of our acquired data to advance this research
idea.
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